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Important Information
Please Read Before Installing and

Operating Your Optomask

For maximum reliability we recommend using the equipment within 
certain guidelines.  If in any doubt, then please feel free to contact our 
technical support department who are always willing to help. (e-mail 
tech@cairn-research.co.uk)

Note:  Please do not adjust any control 
before reading this manual.
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1 Introduction
For many years Cairn have offered a movable variable rectangular field stop. 
This was initially designed to mask a region of interest within the field of view of 
a microscope in order to make localised intensity measurements with a photo-
multiplier. Subsequent evolutions of the device have formed an integral part of 
our OptoSplit image splitters to mask a region to be projected to both halves 
of a camera chip.

In these applications the aperture is intended to be in the centre or close to the 
centre of the microscope image plane. In order to enable the rapid "crop" and 
"kinetic" modes of Andor and Princeton cameras it is necessary to accurately 
mask at the edge of the image plane. The OptoMask has therefore been 
designed to enable an arbitrary rectangular region to be masked anywhere 
within an image plane.
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2 Optomask Components
Below, the components of OptoMask that can be adjusted by the user are 
described. All parts not described should not be adjusted.

1. Adjustable blades – These four blades can slide in and out   
 to control the size of the aperture.

2. Adjustable blocks – There are four blocks, one located on each blade.  
 When tightened, the blocks become locked in place which allows  
 the user to quickly change the position of the aperture from a larger  
 view frame to the preset positions of the blocks.

3. Camera adjust wheel – This is located at the end of OptoMask  
 connecting to the camera.  When loosened, this section of Opto 
 Mask (and the camera attached to it) can rotate freely so the camera  
 can be positioned in the orientation required. 

4. Lens focusing wheels – the OptoMask contains 2 sets of lenses, one  
 in each wheel.  The one on the left of figure 2 (closest to mask)  
 should not be adjusted as it has been factory configured to   

Adjustable blocks

Aperture

Adjustable blades

Figure 1:  Front of Optomask

 collimate (infinity correct) the incoming light from both the mask  
 and the specimen. The user can adjust the wheel on the right by  
 rotating it either clockwise or anticlockwise to focus the light onto  
 the camera. 

5. Screw A – This locks the lens focusing wheel in position once it is in  
 the required position.

6. Screw B – These screws project into the interior of OptoMask and act  
 as end-stops for the lens focusing wheels. They should only ever  
 need to be loosened if the lens carrier becomes stuck and is no  
 longer changing focus when rotating its wheel.

7.             Screw C - These screws adjust the tension on the springs used to give

                 the blades friction. Over time this friction can be lost slightly. 

                 If this occurs turn screw clockwise. 
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Screw A

Lens focussing 
wheel

Figure 2:  Full view of Optomask

Adjustable blade

Adjustable block

Screw B
     (x4)

Camera adjust
      wheel

Screw C 
    (x4)
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3 Options
The OptoMask is supplied as default with 1X magnification and a C mount 
output.  If you require a different mount or magnification then please ask, as it 
is simple to configure the lenses and mounts to your requirements.

The input and output sections of the unit are independent so it is simple to fit 
filter wheels or other optical components into the infinity pathway.  The mask is 
fully compatible with our TwinCam system if more than one camera are 
required with pixel alignment between them.

4 Dimensions

60mm

201mm
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5 Technical Support

E-mail:   tech@cairn-research.co.uk

Web:  http://www.cairn-research.co.uk

Address:  Cairn Research
  Graveny Road
  Faversham
  Kent
  ME13 8UP

Telephone: +44 (0) 1795590140

Fax:  +44 (0) 1795594510
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